
Brian and Stephanie Forbes June 2024 

REMNANT’S REST 

   I finally have a date for my 
back surgery - June 21st. 
Thank you all for praying as I 
go through health 
challenges this year. It is 
hard to believe all of this 
pain started with knee 
surgery December 4, 2023. 

   We are considering buying 
a zero-turn mower. It 
presently takes 6 hours to 
mow our property. We 
wanted to know if a zero- 
turn would be less hard on 
our time and bodies, so we 
borrowed one. While 
Stephanie was mowing it 

stopped working. We towed 
it to the shop, there it sits.    
Stephanie finished with our 
mower and struck a branch 
in the high grass that 
became lodged in the 

mower. We laughed, I pulled 
out the stick, and she 
finished mowing. We did 
decide that it would be 
better to get a zero-turn 
mower and are looking 

around for one.  

   Returning from an 
appointment one day, we 
noticed a vine that strangles 
trees. I cut the vine - it felt 
good to do a little something 
outside!

  To most people, this will 
seem silly to mention. I went 
from riding my motorcycle 
13k miles a year doing my 
errands and work to just 7 
miles since December 2023. 
The motorcycle is covered in 
spider webs. It calls out to 
me, sitting there all lonely. 

I'm a big guy. When I'm on 
the cycle I don't feel 
confined like I do in a 
vehicle. 

   The flowers my cousin 
helped plant are doing great. 
We've added more mulch 
and flowers.  

   We have been contacted 
by a couple missionaries for 
a place to rest near the time 
of the 25th FI celebration in 
October. Please contact us 
if you are in ministry and 
would like to stay! 


   We have finally made a 
decision on what kind of 
floor trim to use in the guest 
area. A long-time friend 
contacted me about the 
possibility of coming to work 
on the house for a week. We 
would put him to the task of 
floor trim. The houses's 
builder left a significant gap 
between the base of the wall 
and the floor that we have 
been struggling to solve. It is 
too large for the trim we 
have been using. 

Pray for Remnant’s Rest 

We have changed the name of the ministry location from "The Workshop" to "Remnant's 
Rest," pray that there is no confusion. 

Pray for my surgery and recovery on the 21st. 
We thank God for each one of you, your prayers and your support as we complete the 

guest area of our home and welcome ministers for a time of renewal and refreshing.
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Mark 1:35 
Jesus got up, left the house and 

went off to a solitary place, 
where he prayed. 
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